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(See Apache FOP (Formatting Objects Processor) is a Java application that reads a formatting object
(FO) tree and renders the resulting pages to a specified output. Output formats currently supported
include PDF, PS, PCL, AFP, XML (area tree representation), Print, AWT and PNG, and to a lesser
extent, RTF and TXT. The primary output target is PDF. Apache FOP is a relatively new project (with
the first public release in March 2005) that is being developed as a high-quality, free and open
source implementation of the W3C's XML Forms Architecture (XFA). The XFA provides authors with
powerful tools to create PDF documents containing interactive forms. The Apache FOP project is an
attempt to create a free and open source, Java-based implementation of XFA-compliant PDF
documents. It is designed to be fast, extensible, secure, and relatively easy to use. Status: Apache
FOP is very much alive and kicking. Even more is under development in this area. As of May 2009,
version 1.0 is out. Features: Apache FOP provides a JAR file with Apache POI, JRuby, XML parser,
HTML parser, and XSLT support. Apache FOP provides a large number of available functionality.
Here is a short list of supported capabilities: Rendering of simple formatting objects (writing of text,
tables, images) Rendering of complex formatting objects (writing of lists, image maps, plots, forms,
signature blocks) Typical applications include editing, printing, converting to PDF and so on. Apache
FOP comes with a comprehensive documentation set with examples and tutorials, and you can get a
more detailed description in the FOP User Guide. A number of project pages describe the following:
Target platform: Microsoft Windows Supported output formats: PDF Compatible with the latest
Apache Xalan library. The latest versions of Apache FOP, including its documentation, is available
from See also: Project Page: Bugzilla: Documentation: Forum: Previous
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Apache FOP provides a software implementation of the FO standard. This implementation can read
XML or DITA formatted documents and directly produce XHTML pages. FO files consist of markup
in a tree structure. The tree can be navigated to produce XHTML pages. XSL XSL is the language
used to translate an FO document into XML. XSL can be easily integrated into existing application
and the result can be easily displayed using AWT components or any other graphical rendering
technology. XSL Example: This example is based on a simple /customer/customer.fo document: John
Doe 123 4th Floor, Human Resources, Google Inc. CA. And a simple /bookstore/book.fo document:
The Hobbit J.R.R. Tolkien 22.95 Now, assume that we want to render the /customer.fo document into
/customer.xml: John Doe 123 4th Floor, Human Resources, Google Inc. CA.
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What's New in the?

Apache FOP is a Java-based application that reads a formatting object (FO) tree, and renders the
resulting pages to a specified output. It uses the XSL-FO standard to define how to parse the input
tree and produce the output. The output is formatted according to any of the supported output
formats. The FO tree is an XML file containing a tree of formatting objects. Each formatting object is
a text element containing instructions for how to format its content. On the Java side, the application
is implemented as a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) class, so it is possible to write portable code for it.
More information: you can access the User's Guide in the web page. you can download the complete
API. you can download the complete documentation from: Files list: {permission for the
administrator to read all files} {List the files in the Apache FOP library} License: { {List of the
licenses (APACHE 2.0, LGPL 2.1,...)} Document content: * {FOP's home page} * {Apache FOP's
home page} * { * { * { * { {Licensing} {This is the license that you need to read/execute/modify
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Apache FOP} {FOP licensing} {Apache FOP License} {Apache FOP - Version 2.1.7} {1 - {2 - {3 - {4
- {5 -



System Requirements For Apache FOP:

Reckless Expeditions: The Great War is an online, browser-based RPG set in the year 2076. In the
not too distant future, an ancient race of machines known as Mechanoids have arrived on earth,
intent on wiping out mankind in a war of extermination. Humanity is not in the best position to fight
back, but a handful of brave survivors have created the mechanized RTS Reckless Expeditions to
keep the enemy from total victory. The game takes place in a procedurally generated, three-
dimensional world. The vast landscape is built upon a
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